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Electricity: Key Ingredient for Nigeria's
Economic Development and Unity...

Prof. Barth Nnaji giving his address at the event

The Reality of the proposed ₦56,000 Minimum Wage by Dr. N. Urama
In line with the decent work agenda of the International Labour Organisation (ILO), minimum wage
is, “the lowest wage that an employer is allowed to pay the employee, the price ﬂoor below...
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Tackling Nigeria's Power Sector

T

he Big Ideas Podium is a veritable dais or new stage that provides an energetic atmosphere where wellinformed and involved citizens with great minds can discuss or debate openly their big ideas on speciﬁc
topical issues with national or international signiﬁcance, without fear or favor. The basic idea is to
identify, explore, and proffer ideas that can enhance or promote high quality and evidence-based policymaking.
The 29 June edition of the Big Ideas Podium featured Prof. Bart Nnaji whose presentation was on "Electricity:
Key Ingredient for Nigeria's Economic Development and Unity". The participants represented a broad section
of the society including government, business and industry, academia, civil society groups, communities, and
the media. The presentation and much of the discussions focused on: 1) the provision of adequate and
affordable energy; and 2) its relevance for economic development, peace, and unity in Nigeria. Those issues
were anchored around how best to deal effectively with the challenges of power supplies to industries and
households in pursuit of robust economic activities and higher quality life in the country.
Speaking at the event, Prof. Bart Nnaji the former minister of power stated that "Electric Power is a primary
ingredient to Economic Development and Economic Development leads to Unity". He said that with
competent companies handling transmission and with a reasonable mandate and time-line, they would improve
the capacity, which would then aid the vacation of more power as well as allow the power generating stations
to work at full capacity. Nnaji said that why the transmission company was not privatised initially was due to
open access issue; where the government wanted the power generating companies to easily upload power to the
national grid. He noted that for a country of about 190 million people to be generating and using an average of
4,500 megawatts of electricity was “very bad’’
According to him, the abysmal electricity production and transmission has continued to breed low productive
capacity. “We need reliable electricity for economic growth. Electricity is all pervading in an economy.
Reliable electricity leads to stability of the nation. Economic growth and stability lead to unity,’’ he said.

On the generation of power, Nnaji, who is a professor of Robotic Engineering, said that the country needed
clusters of Independent Power Project (IPP) as well as other clusters of investment in all aspects of the
electricity sector. “Low electricity supply has retarded growth of the informal and small business sectors and
made cost of energy to rise up to 40 per cent of total production alone. “Thus, weaken the international
competitiveness of Made-in-Nigeria products,’’ he said. He enumerated some of the contemporary challenges
facing electricity investors, which include non-permanent cost reﬂective tariff; issue of gas availability to
turbines and transmission constraints. Others he said include the value-chain of power misalignment; lack of
the commercial knowledge of government functionaries to electricity issues and lack of will to enforce
contracts, laws and policies in the sector.
Also speaking, the Chairman of Board African Heritage Institution, Prof. Chukwuma Soludo, said that the
public discourse was organised to open people’s consciousness in coming out with big ideas that could move
Nigeria forward. Soludo commended Nnaji for his investment in the sector, especially in Geometric Power,
Aba; where Nnaji displayed his ingenuity and mastery of robotic engineering to create a difference. “To
develop Nigeria as well as transform the South East, those who knows what to do must step out of their
shelves. “If the electricity challenge in the country would be ﬁxed; Prof. Nnaji must be instrumental especially
as he got a veriﬁable example with his Geometric Power Project,’’ he said.
Prof. C. Soludo, who is also a former Central Bank of Nigeria governor, said that there was a nexus between
electricity and the structure of any country; adding that the manufacturing sector had remained underproductive, accounting for only seven per cent of the national Gross Domestic Product (GDP). On the theme of
the public discourse, he noted that the current urban drift would cause huge population of youths trooping to
the urban centres; while it would not be long before they start looking for jobs. “It is only the manufacturing
sector that could easily provide jobs for such a teeming population at the urban centres. These manufacturing
companies need reliable electricity for production and to keep the workers. “If there is no electricity for the
companies and no job; it will not be long you start having all sorts of social problems. “Criminality,
kidnapping, restiveness and social vices will be the order of the day and in the long run a collapsed societal
system,’’ he said.
.
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Cross-section of participants and speakers at the 29th June Big Ideas Podium

HarvestPlus Team visits AfriHeritage

T

he team from HarvestPlus lead by the
Country Director Mr. Chijioke Ilona
visited African Heritage Institution on 15th
June 2017. The meeting was focused on the formal
introduction of HarvestPlus to Enugu and how
both parties can work together to ensuring food
security in the area.
In his presentation, Mr. Chijioke Ilona stated that
one of the reasons for the high mortality rate in the
country is the consumption of food with low
nutritional value. He argued that HarvestPlus
started with the vision of improving the nutritional
content of agricultural crops
produced locally which form a
major part of what is consumed
through biofortiﬁcation of the
crops with vitamin A. Speaking
on the reach of the organization,
he mentioned that HarvestPlus
has reached over 2 million
farmers since 2013.
He went further to announce the

Forthcoming Enugu Nutritious Food Fair coming
up on 2nd - 4th November 2017. This event was
highlighted as one of the opportunities for
collaboration between African Heritage
Institution and HarvestPlus.
The Executive Director, Prof. Ufo Okeke-Uzodike
appreciated the team for coming and also
suggested that an MOU between the two parties
will be the way to go. He also mentioned that
further meetings are necessary to achieve the
desired objectives.

AfriHeritage meeting with HarvestPlus team
AfriHeritage Newsletter
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Communiqué of the Big Ideas Podium on “Electricity: Key
Ingredient for Nigeria's Economic Development and Unity”

T

he Big Ideas Podium is a veritable dais or new
stage that provides an energetic atmosphere
where well-informed and involved citizens
with great minds can discuss or debate openly their big
ideas on speciﬁc topical issues with national or
international signiﬁcance, without fear or favor. The
basic idea is to identify, explore, and proffer ideas that
can enhance or promote high quality and evidencebased policymaking.

Recommendations
Ÿ The Nigerian government should immediately

Ÿ

The 29 June edition of the Big Ideas Podium featured
Prof. Bart Nnaji whose presentation was on
"Electricity: Key Ingredient for Nigeria's Economic
Development and Unity". The participants
represented a broad section of the society including
government, business and industry, academia, civil
society groups, communities, and the media. The
presentation and much of the discussions focused on:
1) the provision of adequate and affordable energy; and
2) its relevance for economic development, peace, and
unity in Nigeria. Those issues were anchored around
how best to deal effectively with the challenges of
power supplies to industries and households in pursuit
of robust economic activities and higher quality life in
the country.

Ÿ

Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ
Ÿ

Observations
Ÿ Electricity is a primary ingredient for economic

development and industrialization in Nigeria.
Ÿ There is a clear connection between electricity,

economic development and national unity.

Ÿ

Ÿ The quantum of power generated in Nigeria is

abysmally low given that the country produces less
than 5,000 megawatts of electricity currently and
has never produced more than 5,100 megawatts per
day in its history.
Ÿ Failure to generate sufﬁcient power has adverse
consequences on Nigeria's Gross Domestic Product
(GDP) and unity.
Ÿ Cost reﬂective tariff system, gas constraint, lack of
credit-worthiness of Discos, over-leveraged power
assets, value-chain misalignment, government
functionaries' lack of commercial knowledge and
lack of will to enforce contracts, laws and policies
have the net effect of scaring investors from
investing in the power sector in Nigeria.
Ÿ Nigeria's big dreams of leading Africa, becoming a
member of the UN Security Council and one of the
20 biggest economies in the world in the near future
will be elusive without quality, affordable and
reliable electricity supply.
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Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

Ÿ

ensure that its installed capacity of more than
12,000 megawatts is effectively serviced to ensure
that electricity production is doubled quickly to
about 10,000 megawatts. Also, plans should be
made to ensure that power generation projects
should be developed in line with short and medium
term national development goals.
Private sector-driven pattern of power generation,
distribution and transmission should be
implemented. Government should own power
transmission but the process should be controlled
by the private sector.
Transmission of electric power should be broken
into smaller interconnected grids and concessioned
on a BT or Build-Operate-transfer basis.
National grid should be decentralized to regional
grids for efﬁciency and reliability.
New equity investors should be introduced into the
power sector.
The value-chain should be completely aligned and
incentivized.
Agencies of government should be populated with
people who have real veriﬁable experience.
Relevant government agencies should develop
human capital and attract knowledgeable and well
exposed personnel that understand global
commercial and legal issues inherent in the power
sector.
There should be stable and transparent policies, and
respect of contracts/agreements.
Government functionaries should stop toll-gating
and personal interest management in the power
sector.
Cross subsidy (a tariff system in which the rich
subsidize the poor) should be adopted. People's
classes and levels of power consumption, not their
locations, should be considered in tariff
adjustments.
Energy conservation practices should be
encouraged through behavioural change. It is
common to ﬁnd lighting, air conditioners and other
domestic and ofﬁce appliances active over long
periods when not in use.
Vandalization of power installations, power
theft/bypass and hostility of communities and
individuals to electricity workers and companies
should be stopped.
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Big Ideas Podium on “Towards a New Leadership of
a Broken Nation”

T

he African Heritage Institution on Tuesday
9th may 2017 held the second edition of the
Big Ideas Podium on the theme “Towards a
New Leadership for a Broken Nation” and Amb.
Prof. George Obiozor, a former Nigerian
Ambassador to the United States was the Guest
Speaker.
While giving his speech titled “The Imperative of
National Crossroad Leadership, Prof. Obiozor stated
that the restructuring and institutionalization of
Nigerian Politics is vital in times like this. He
emphasized the importance of restructuring the
nation's politics, saying the call for referendum
would become a national and international agenda.
According to him, “Generally, the leadership Nigeria
needs now must recognize that any new system for
the country must take cognisance of the present
national reality that today, no single group or bloc, no
matter their pretenses to power, can again dominate
the Nigerian political system.” He also said that “We
need a system that commands the respect of our
people and is seen as fair, just and equitable to all.
Therefore, Nigerian politics needs restructuring and
institutionalisation as a way to contain its adverse
effects on efforts towards nation-building, national
integration and national development.”
The Ambassador also called for the implementation
of the report of the 2014 National Conference.
The moderator of the event, Prof. Chukwuma

Soludo, a former governor of Central Bank of
Nigeria and the Chairman of the Board of Directors
of African Heritage Institution, mentioned that the
Big Ideas Podium is designed to explore missing
links in the Nigerian system and proffer lasting
solutions.
Also present at the event were Prof. Elo Amucheazi
and Prof. Aloy Okolie who were both guest
discussants at the event. Prof Elo Amucheazi a
former Director-General of the National Orientation
Agency.
While discussing the paper, Prof. Amucheazi
commented that the country needs genuine
democracy, genuine lead as well as restructuring. He
stated that there is need to look forward from the past
but unfortunately in Nigeria the present is not better
than the past. He also commented that what we have
in Nigeria are 'Rulers' and not 'Leaders'.
Prof. Okolie who also discussed the paper,
commented that there is need to build micro
nationalism in order to achieve nationalism in
Nigeria. This he further emphasized stating that “It is
the rudiments of the micro-nationalism that will be
leveraged upon to building nationalism at the
national level”.
The event had representatives of different institutions
as well as elder spokespersons in attendance.

Prof. Ufo Okeke Uzodike giving his address at the event
AfriHeritage Newsletter
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Communique of the Big Ideas Podium on “Towards a New
Leadership of a Broken Nation”

T

he May 9, 2017 edition of Big Ideas Podium
focussed on the theme: “Towards a New
Leadership for a Broken Nation”. The
presentations and much of the discussions focused on
the complexities of leadership in Nigeria based on the
lead paper -- “The Imperative of National Crossroad
Leadership” -- was presented by Amb. Prof. George
Obiozor.
Observations
Ÿ There is a leadership crisis and a lack of genuine
democracy in the country;
Ÿ The country faces a problem of building from top to
bottom, instead of building from bottom to top;
Ÿ Nigeria is presently at a crossroad: There is a basic
problem in the country of trying to produce without
production as our current leaders have been given a
task they cannot perform;
Ÿ There is a failure of leadership in Nigeria: Nigeria
has continued to lag behind its contemporaries such
as Brazil, India, Indonesia, Malaysia amongst
others, which have made tremendous progress in
economic development;
Ÿ There exists a lack of consensus among the political
elites in the country. And this has led to huge failures
of the elites in carrying out their leadership duties
and obligations;
Ÿ The nation’s diversity has been very difﬁcult to
manage and her democracy has not been
democratic;
Ÿ Nigeria’s landscape is littered with insurgency,
religious crises, kidnapping. Violence is taking over
the country;
Ÿ There is a huge problem in our electoral system.
Candidates are awarded results rather than being
elected. In the southeast, some elections have been
found to be fraudulent with candidates being
awarded results without credible electoral
mandates;
Ÿ The worst leaders in the world are those who refused
to make decisions on critical national issues of
historic importance;
Ÿ There exists in Nigeria a heightened level of elite
insecurity, with its inevitable national psychosis;
Ÿ No country has ever witnessed development without
the centripetal and centrifugal forces being at play;
Ÿ Leadership problems in Nigeria cannot be solved by
holding conferences. Several constitutional
conferences have been held without solving
Nigeria’s leadership problems;
Ÿ When a state or its leadership promotes and
unleashes economic hardship on her citizens, the
rate of socio-cultural tension tends to increase. In

situations of obvious and proven alienation and
marginalization of secluded nationality or
nationalities, the level of centrifugal coalescence
increases;
Ÿ The unity of Nigeria is not guaranteed despite the
efforts of all Nigeria’s leaders past and present;
Ÿ Within the 56years of the country’s existence, three
systems of government, parliamentary, military and
presidential systems have failed to solve Nigerian
national leadership problem or guarantee the
country’s long-term existence as one nation.
Recommendations
Ÿ Nigerian politics needs restructuring and
institutionalization of a system of sharing power and
responsibilities as a way to contain its adverse
effects on efforts towards nation-building;
Ÿ Nigeria needs a heroic and committed leadership
system; and a leader who can save the country from
the numerous crises bedeviling it: Boko Haram,
herdsmen menace, corruption, etc;
Ÿ There is need for a federal system that works and a
system of shared power. The present system has to
give way to true federalism, ﬁscal federalism or
resource control;
Ÿ Our system of government must respect our cultural
diversities; for Nigerian unity and nation-building to
succeed, leaders need to borrow a leaf from the
experiences that did not ignore the element of
pluralism;
Ÿ Nigeria needs a leadership system that is fair, just,
equitable to all, and which commands the respect of
her people;
Ÿ There is need to inculcate the ideals of leadership
into our children at a young age through children’s
literature and the teaching of history and civic
education in schools;
Ÿ There is need to encourage women to actively
participate in the leadership of the country;
Ÿ The intelligentsia has to get involved in leadership.
They should be courageous enough to speak to
power;
Ÿ There should be a constant town hall meeting in
every community in the south east to make them
understand the channel all Igbo people are taking;
Ÿ There is need for us to work towards a kind of
restructuring that can bring about genuine
democracy and recruit genuine leaders;
Ÿ Restructuring of institutions must begin from the
people, the grassroots;
Ÿ The Bridge to the future: Scholars should be
encouraged to write (simple children) literatures
that will help pass across our values to our children.
AfriHeritage Newsletter
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The Reality of the proposed N56,000 Minimum Wage
- written by Dr. N. Urama

I

n line with the decent work agenda of the
International Labour Organisation (ILO), minimum
wage is, “the lowest wage that an employer is
allowed to pay the employee, the price ﬂoor below
which workers may not be willing to sell their labour.”
Any wage below the minimum wage therefore,
cannot guarantee a decent living for an employee.
Being determined by law or by contract, minimum
wage is a mechanism of social dialogue using the
instrumentality of collective bargaining or by law
through enactment by the parliament.
Economists see minimum wage as a double-edged
sword. It may improve the workers standard of living,
reduce poverty and inequality, and increase the
productivity of workers through improved working
condition. On the contrast, minimum wage especially
when set above the labour market clearing value can
increase inﬂation and unemployment of especially
the unskilled less experienced labour, particularly in
the short run, leading to insecurity. Despite these
opposing views, minimum wage has existed as far
back as 1804 when King James I formalised the act in
Medieval England. The act was dissolved in the early
part of the 19th century as capitalist embraced
laissez-faire policies, but John Stuart Mill
reintroduced it in 1848 and it was re-enacted into law
by the government of New Zealand in 1894, Australia
in 1896, the United Kingdom in 1909, the United
States in 1938, and Nigeria in 1981.
In 1981, the minimum wage in Nigeria was ﬁxed at
₦120 per month, reviewed upwards to ₦5,500 in
2001, and to the current ₦18, 000 in 2010 despite the
₦52,200 proposed by the Nigerian Labour Congress
(NLC). In April this year, the Nigeria Labour Congress
(NLC) and the Trade Union Congress (TUC)
submitted a formal proposal to the Federal
Government of Nigeria for the minimum wage to be
increased from the current ₦18,000 to ₦56,000, a
211% increase. Since then, there have been
discussions on the justiﬁcation for the proposal, its
affordability, sufﬁciency, and sustainability.

In response to these, the author is of the opinion that
the proposal is timely since the current minimum
wage was signed with a lifetime of ﬁve years that
elapsed in August 2016. In addition, using data from
the World development Indicator, the author
compared the current minimum wage in the country
with that of some other African countries where we
claim ‘giant’ vis-a-vis their per capita income. The
result as contained in the graph below show that, out
of the 19 African countries compared, Nigerian had
second to the last (18th) position in the minimum
wage rate but 11th and 7th position in inﬂation rate
and adjusted net national income per capita in
2015/2016. These show that the real value of the
minimum wage is now negligible relative to other
African Countries. In addition, there is a high per
capita income-minimum wage gap of about
US$146.3, next only to South Africa, indicating high
level of inequality and conﬁrming that there is need
for an increase in the minimum wage in Nigeria.
Ascertaining whether the proposed increase in the
minimum wage will be able to sustain family budgets
compared to that of 1981 requires comparing the
increase in the minimum wage with that of exchange
rate and the consumer price index from the reference
year. Being an import dependent country, an
increase in exchange rate means that it will take
more naira to import one dollar worth of foreign
goods and services and hence an increase in the
Consumer Price Index (CPI), which is the weighted
average of prices of a basket of consumer goods and
services. This will lead to a decrease in the real value
of any given nominal wage and workers at the
previous wage rate will no longer be able to afford the
living standard as before the increase.
The result as contained in the graph below shows
that the percentage changes in minimum wage have
always been smaller than that of exchange rate and
CPI, indicating that the increases in minimum wage
were not enough to ensure that workers maintain
their family budget and purchasing power compared
to the base year.
continues on page 8
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continued from page 7
On the issue of whether the proposed minimum
wage is affordable and sustainable given the current
economic condition in the country, the writer has a
big “YES” as an answer. The duplication of salaries
and wages everywhere in the ﬁrst 2017 budget
presented already accounts for a 100% increase in
salaries and wages of the federal employees. Yearly,
the budget has a signiﬁcant amount allocated for
medical equipment and maintenance of the hospital
in the Presidential Villa. Yet, the presidents always
rush to London whenever they are sick, spending
millions of dollar again. Does this not amount to
double counting? Again, every year, the government
spends billions of Naira paying huge salaries termed
“pension” to former governors and deputy
governors, Senators and other former political ofﬁce
holders, most of whom are occupying another
political position or appointments which is
tantamount to double salary in millions, and has
been termed ‘morally and ethically reprehensible’.
Speciﬁcally, in Lagos state, it was approved in 2007
that any ex-governor will be given two houses, one in
Lagos, and another in Abuja, costing around ₦500m
and ₦700m respectively; six brand new cars to be
replaced every three years!; three hundred percent
(300%) of the salary as furniture allowance every two
years!; around ₦2.5 million monthly salary, termed
“pension”; free medical bill for him and his family; and
close to 60% of the salary paid monthly for
maintenance, entertainment, and utility. With little
variations, these apply to other states in the country.

Even if we should accept the term pension, what of
those in active service? Should they receive
pension? Even if they need six cars, why should a
new car be changed after three years? Off recent,
they tricked us by claiming that they reduced their
salaries but we know that the bulk of their earnings
come from allowances. Just as we have above,
300% of the salary as furniture allowance every two
years for ex-governors. One wonders what that of
the serving governors will be. What justiﬁes
changing furniture every two years where as those
you are working for cannot afford even two square
meal? What justiﬁes the Wardrobe allowance of just
a senator being more than the overall salary of a
Professor or a level 13 Civil Servant? Rising to the
position of even a Local Government Chairmen
automatically guarantees enough income to send
their children to schools and for medical treatment
abroad. Why then should they boarder about the
threat of teachers or medical doctors going on an
indeﬁnite strike, or the dilapidated nature of our
government universities and hospitals?
Why can’t we tell ourselves the truth for once? If all
these double counting can be removed or at least
reduced to a bearable minimum, with the savings
and all other frivolous spending as found in the ﬁrst
presented 2017 budget channelled to wage
payment, the question of affordability and
sustainability of the proposed minimum wage will be
a thing of the past.

Press Clips!
The Institution’s events were publicized on print and electronic
media. Some of which include;
Vanguard: 30th June, 2017 - Nnaji calls for segmentation,
privatisation of power transmission to competent coys
ThisDay: 16th June, 2017 - Nnaji, Others to Proffer Solutions
to power Sector Problems
Tribune: 27th June 2017 - Power: Former minister, Professor
Barth Nnaji, others hold electricity summit in Enugu
ChannelsTV : 1st July, 2017 - Power Sector Development:
Nnaji Advocates For Unbunding, Outright Concessioning Of
TCN
Guardian TV : 1st July, 2017 - Power Sector Development:
Nnaji Advocates For Unbunding, Outright Concessioning Of
TCN
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